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Although it is not widely known, social workers have had a substantial part in the impressive reduction in infant mortality achieved in the United States during this century. This article reviews that contribution, noting a decline in interest in infant mortality in the profession beginning in the 1950s. Recent trends are noted that seem to suggest a renewal in the profession's interest in this important subject.

The twentieth century has witnessed a 92 percent reduction in infant mortality in the United States. Whereas an estimated 124 of 1,000 babies born alive in 1910 died before their first birthdays, that figure was approximately 10 in 1986. Some of the reasons for this striking achievement are well known and cannot be discounted, such as improvements in sanitation and the elimination of the great epidemics, attributed in large part to the public health profession, and the development of technologies for saving very small premature infants attributed to the medical profession. Less well known are equally significant contributions by the social work profession.

Social work interest in and action against infant mortality in the early part of the twentieth century grew out of a more general activism on behalf of the welfare of children that was perhaps most visible in the fight against child labor and in the settlement house movement. The leaders in this movement, and indeed in the formation of the social work profession, were very involved in the cause, with Florence Kelley, Julia Lathrop, Grace and Edith Abbott, and Jane Addams.
being among the most active and widely known. The purpose of this article is to trace social work’s contribution to one of the major health achievements in this century.

Method

I surveyed the Proceedings of the National Conference of Charities and Correction (hereafter Proceedings) from 1900 through 1979 to determine the number of presentations related to infant mortality. The Proceedings contained all presentations made at the national conference until the 1950s, after which only selected proceedings were included. Data for individual years were combined into decades to provide more stability; 1979 was thus the last year of the last available decade of data. The National Conference of Charities and Correction was selected because for many years it has been a forum for the professional concerns of social workers and has been described as “the continuing machinery that makes possible this yearly discussion of questions of public or professional interest in the field of social welfare.”

I surveyed the index of each volume of the Proceedings and read the entries under “infant mortality,” “mortality,” “deaths,” “prenatal care,” “maternal,” and “mother.” The article was included in the tally if the term “infant mortality” or “infant death” appeared in it.

In order to enhance the reliability of this method, I conducted two independent surveys of the literature 6 months apart. A comparison of the two data sets showed the yearly totals to be identical for 74.0 percent and within one for another 19.5 percent, suggesting that the method of categorizing the articles was a reliable one. Figure 1 shows the results of the historical analysis, which are discussed below.

The First Years of Accomplishment

The early years of the century were so rich in social reform that the period is often called the “Progressive Era.” Social workers were active during this time in a number of causes that contributed directly and indirectly to reductions in infant mortality. The level of interest by the profession in the subject is demonstrated by the number of professional presentations at the national conference (fig. 1). Presentations during this time were concerned with a variety of subjects, including the excessive mortality in institutionalizations and among black and illegitimate infants. As a means of reducing infant deaths, the presenters recommended breast-feeding to reduce gastroenteritis deaths, and universal birth and death registration to provide a means of monitoring mortality.
The Children’s Bureau

A major contribution by social work to the reduction of infant mortality during this period was made through the Children’s Bureau. The 1912 act creating the Children’s Bureau (Public Law 116) specified that its primary function was to “investigate and report” on matters relating to children, and identified infant mortality as the new body’s first priority. Social workers, both as professionals and as individuals, deserve much of the credit for selection of both the function and the priority of the bureau and thus its major contribution through research. Indeed, the first five directors of the Children’s Bureau were social workers. Julia Lathrop, Grace Abbott, and Katharine Lenroot were the first three directors. Martha May Eliot, the physician who served as the bureau’s fourth director, was a medical social worker before she became a physician. Social worker Katherine Oettinger was the fifth director.10

Collectively, the profession officially marked its commitment to reducing infant mortality at the 1913 national conference when the
prevention of infant mortality was listed as the first of six major tasks for the profession in child saving.\textsuperscript{11} Lewis Meriam, assistant chief of the bureau, noted social work's collective interest: "You, who are familiar with social work, can understand with what unanimity we decided to begin with infant mortality, the first subject specified in the law, and the best single index of social conditions."\textsuperscript{12}

Individually, prominent social workers of that time also had demonstrated their concern through direct action, resulting partially from their work with immigrants, among whom infant mortality was especially high. Hull House director Jane Addams was named a director of the American Association for the Study and Prevention of Infant Mortality at the first meeting of the organization in 1911.\textsuperscript{13} The Abbott sisters pursued improvement of the lives of immigrants through leadership in the settlement houses and the Illinois Immigrants' Protection League.\textsuperscript{14} Grace Abbott also published a study on the problems created by unsanitary and untrained midwives in Chicago\textsuperscript{15} and was later to serve as the second director of the Children's Bureau.

Social worker Julia Lathrop's selection as the first director made the research directive of the bureau particularly appropriate. Lathrop came from a tradition of scientific, research-based social work. The Chicago--Hull House group, which included Lathrop, Addams, the Abbott sisters, and others, led a developing faction of the young profession that advocated practice grounded in science.\textsuperscript{16} The empirical grounding guided the initial development of the bureau, and from it grew perhaps the greatest contribution of the Children's Bureau and social work to the reduction of infant mortality.

\textit{Infant mortality studies.}—Between 1912 and 1920, the Children's Bureau carried out infant mortality studies of over 23,000 births in nine different communities that were selected for their diversity and their general representativeness of the entire country.\textsuperscript{17} The concern of social workers for immigrants was once again evident in their selection of cities with large immigrant populations and of such study variables as immigrant status, illiteracy, and lack of fluency in English. As Lathrop noted, the studies were "concerned with the economic, social, civic, and family conditions surrounding young babies."\textsuperscript{18}

The methodology used in these studies constituted a true innovation that paved the way for subsequent epidemiologic studies in the field. Previously studies simply had counted babies who died within a certain period of time, but the method described by Lathrop\textsuperscript{19} involved selection of a 1-year birth cohort and following that cohort for a full year to describe the factors associated with mortality. To overcome incomplete enumeration of deaths in the official records, female interviewers conducted household surveys and questioned midwives and other sources in each city to enumerate undocumented births and deaths. Another innovation was measurement of the reliability of mothers' reports of fathers' earnings, a sophisticated measurement strategy at the time.
The findings of these cohort studies were quite startling at the time and guided the lobbying and policy-making actions of the Children's Bureau over the next 10 years. Results showed that the most important factor in infant mortality was low income, related to immigrant status, poor and crowded housing, maternal ignorance, and maternal employment.20 Gastroenteritis (diarrhea), often caused by contamination of milk, accounted for about 28 percent of infant deaths and was the most common cause of infant death at the time.21

Despite the scientific predilections of social workers and others in the bureau, its goal was not only to publish the results of their studies for the consumption of researchers, but "the subject of infant mortality was selected for the bureau's initial inquiry because it was of fundamental social importance and of popular interest, and could be studied in small units, and the conclusions given to the public as each unit was completed."22

Results of the studies were used frequently over the next 10 years to reduce infant mortality in three distinct ways. First, findings of the studies were released to the public immediately and translated into practical advice and education, through written material and conferences. The bureau published a series of informational pamphlets for parents about a wide variety of health and parenting issues, such as prenatal care and infant feeding.23 Many were published in several languages and widely distributed among immigrants. The bureau also produced study outlines on various aspects of child welfare for the use of organizations in planning local educational programs.24 Over 11 million of the four most popular pamphlets were distributed, and only the bureau's small printing budget prevented the distribution of more.25

In conjunction with the pamphlets, the bureau also scheduled a series of conferences in eight cities across the nation to publicize the findings and other scientific data that would benefit American children.26 Again, the social workers' scientific approach to infant mortality was evident at the conferences: "Actuated by the faith that the scientific method is the most useful of the tools possessed by the modern world, the organizers of the conferences brought together men and women whose sole purpose was to apply to the service of the American child what has been proved to be incontestably true. Nothing doctrinaire nor anything unsupported by the burden of scientific data now available was admitted."27

The second important way that the bureau took action in response to the results of the infant mortality studies was to open milk stations in several cities to distribute milk to mothers who could not breastfeed.28 The availability of pure milk had been of great concern to many social workers,29 because for mothers who were forced to work and could not breast-feed (most often poor women), cow's milk was the only substitute for breast milk. It was difficult to keep milk pure
in the summer, especially for the poor, who lacked proper facilities. The milk stations dispensed pure milk either free or at low cost.

At the same time they dispensed milk, the stations served as convenient sites where public health nurses could dispense information and advice concerning infant care and feeding. The importance of these centers can only be appreciated if it is remembered that the context was an urban population that included large numbers of first-generation, non-English-speaking, young, uneducated immigrant mothers. Living in relative isolation and often without extended families to help them with the children, many of these women probably received most of their information and advice about child raising from these centers. Education regarding proper child care had been cited repeatedly at the national conference as an important way of reducing infant mortality.

The 1920s: Policy Recommendations Become Programs

The third great use of the infant mortality studies was as the basis for policy recommendations that were to become major components of the American attack on infant mortality. As many of these recommendations became policy in the 1920s, social workers at the national conference also expressed concern about excessive black infant mortality, and continued to advocate breast-feeding.

Perhaps among the most important programs championed by the social workers in the bureau was universal birth registration, the need for which was substantiated by evidence from the cohort studies that many births and infant deaths were not reported. Largely through the lobbying efforts of the Children's Bureau and following repeated calls at the national conference, the national birth registration area was formed in 1915, and by 1933 all states were part of it. Birth registration is now a valuable tool for monitoring the national health over time and comparing the United States' standing with that of other nations.

The second program, Mothers' Aid, grew in part from findings of the cohort studies regarding excess mortality among working mothers who were forced to rely on artificial feeding, and in part from concern about child placement. Investigations by those involved in the child-placement movement showed that artificial feeding of institutionalized infants was a major reason for the appalling mortality (50-100% in some institutions) among institutionalized and illegitimate infants. This knowledge led social workers and other professionals who worked with mothers to advocate breast-feeding as the superior way of nourishing all babies. In addition to the national conference, the widely read social work publication Survey carried a number of pro-breast-feeding articles in connection with its interest in infant mortality.
The Children's Bureau's support for Mothers' Aid, then, was as a means of inducing poor mothers to remain at home to breast-feed their infants.

Another policy push based on the pioneer infant mortality studies grew from findings that large numbers of women had no prenatal care, often had either no attendant or only untrained, unlicensed midwives at delivery, and frequently had no access to a nearby hospital if problems did develop during delivery. High neonatal mortality, coupled with the specific causes of death among that group, suggested that lack of prenatal services was a significant factor in neonatal mortality, which had improved very little during the century, despite gradual progress in the reduction of postneonatal mortality.

Social workers were an essential part of the prenatal care process at the time, both in terms of the provision of services and in terms of advocacy for access to such services by the poor. Physician Walter Brown noted that "in prenatal, sick, and well baby clinics much advice given by the doctors would be lost if social service did not adapt it to the intellect and circumstances of the mother." A hospital social worker stated, "In many instances the social worker is in a strategic position to turn the balance favorably by persuading the mother to seek competent prenatal advice and by assisting her in getting it if she is not able to purchase it." A representative of the New York Association for Improving the Condition of the Poor further described social workers' tasks as seeing women at their prenatal consultations, urging the mothers to continue their visits and to breast-feed, providing information about public assistance and budgeting, and assisting with plans for temporary care of other children during confinement.

Dr. J. H. Mason Knox, a well-known pediatrician, emphasized social workers' advocacy role in 1910: "May I suggest that all social workers familiarize themselves with the fact of the large and unnecessary death rate in infants, that they make some phase of this problem a part of their programs in their annual conferences, and that when interest in their community has commenced to be aroused that it be further extended by illustrated lectures and by the formation of study classes."

The Children's Bureau had studied and publicized systems of maternal services in other nations and reported on the vigorous European efforts to lower infant mortality in the face of the terrible destruction and falling birthrate associated with World War I. Irene Andrews of the Children's Bureau deplored the lack of protection of maternity in the United States, while "practically all of the civilized countries, and some which we have not considered entirely civilized, have enacted ... legislation."

Lathrop first suggested an American system of medical services for mothers and children in 1917. Efforts to effect a federal commitment to provision of maternity services began in 1918 with the introduction
of a Maternity and Infancy Act, also known as the Sheppard-Towner Act. Provisions of the bill were quite limited; Grace Abbott described the overall goals as similar to the themes social workers had been discussing for some time—education of women about good prenatal care and provision of resources for such care, especially in rural areas where resources were scarce.51

Despite heated controversy and publicity claiming that the Sheppard-Towner Act would destroy the American family,52 it took effect in 1921, administered by Grace Abbott in the Children’s Bureau. With a small appropriation of just over $1 million, the Act called for a federal partnership with individual states originating the plans of work and the Children’s Bureau approving those plans.

It is difficult to estimate how many mothers and infants benefited from Sheppard-Towner before it was allowed to lapse in 1928. In 1931, Grace Abbott reported that the Act was responsible for the establishment of state child-hygiene bureaus in 28 states; the opening of 1,594 permanent local child health, prenatal, or combined prenatal and child health clinics; and the further spread of effective birth and death registration.53 Over the lifetime of Sheppard-Towner, its provisions were responsible for 183,252 health conferences (now called “well-baby visits”), 3,131,966 home visits, and 22,020,489 pieces of literature distributed. In its last 4 years alone, 4 million babies and 700,000 expectant mothers were served.54 The Social Service Review directly credited declines in infant and maternal mortality to the Sheppard-Towner Act.55 One major accomplishment of the Act was that it established the precedent of a federal role in the provision of maternal and child health services.56 The lapse of Sheppard-Towner was decried at the national conference in 1927, the presenter noting that many states would be forced to discontinue maternal and child health (MCH) services due to the loss of this vital funding.57

The end of this period thus saw great improvements, as infant mortality stood at 64.6 per 1,000 live births in 1930.58 The stock market crash of 1929 and the ensuing Great Depression, however, cut off many of the resources available for continued progress for American infants and greatly increased the acute need for such services.59

The Depression Years

The greatest threat faced by American infants, and indeed the population at large, during the Great Depression grew from unemployment. It was probably the crisis of unemployment and social work’s concern and interest with this great overarching problem that led to an apparent decline of social work interest in infant mortality per se in the 1930s (see fig. 1).60

Faced with severe decreases in funds, states initiated budget cuts in welfare and health services for children, and many discontinued their
recently inaugurated Mother's Aid program. Grace Abbott stated that there was "a reckless disregard of obligations which had been assumed in many states." The New York Times reported increases in rickets and malnutrition, indicating that over one-seventh of all children were destitute due to their fathers' unemployment. For reasons that are difficult to explain, infant mortality nonetheless continued to decline over this period, from 67.6 in 1929 to 57.1 in 1936, despite fear expressed at the national conference that the rate was rising due to poverty.

Passage of the Social Security Act in 1935 marked a solid federal commitment to mothers and infants. Title V continued the work for mothers and children that had begun with the Sheppard-Towner Act in providing funding to the states for maternity and other services, increased appropriations for the Children's Bureau's infant mortality-related research, and training of health professionals. Social workers such as Katharine Lenroot testified before the President's Committee for Economic Security and the U.S. Senate Committee. In her testimony before the Senate Committee on behalf of Title V, Grace Abbott emphasized the connection between higher rural infant mortality and the lack of health care and educational services in rural areas.

Unfortunately, however, the Social Security Act solidified many of the problems with mothers' pensions (called Aid to Dependent Children, or ADC, under Title IV of the Social Security Act) to which social workers had been actively opposed. The Committee on Economic Security, under the leadership of social worker Frances Perkins and advised by social workers, including Grace Abbott and Survey editor Paul Kellogg, had recommended to the president that the ADC program be a social service program administered by the Children's Bureau. For reasons that are not clear, however, the Social Security Act officially designated ADC as a "relief" program under the Federal Emergency Relief Administration, administered by Harry Hopkins.

In addition, under the original concept and in the original Wagner-Lewis Act, aid levels were dependent on budgetary needs only, with no standard or prescribed ceilings. The 1935 act placed ceilings on federal contributions to the plan, allowing great variation in states' contributions and guaranteeing what Grace Abbott called "starvation security to children." Despite problems, the creation of ADC/AFDC at last made assistance available to mothers and children throughout the nation, rather than leaving it to state discretion, and established the precedent of public responsibility for needy children.

World War II

The onset of World War II and the mobilization of millions of servicemen shifted public emphasis from the Depression and posed new problems
for military families. As the armed forces expanded following the passage of the Selective Service and Training Act in 1940, thousands of servicemen moved to military bases throughout the country and their wives followed them, living around bases and in towns that quickly became congested and overwhelmed by large numbers of new residents. Inevitably there was tremendous growth in those areas in the need for obstetrical, hospital, and pediatric care services, which were often simply not available. Social work’s concern about the need for MCH services is evident from the national conference presentations.

The first federal response to the crisis came with the emergency use by states of federal maternal and child health funds, with the permission of the Children’s Bureau, and later with Congressional appropriations to the Children’s Bureau. At the urging of Katharine Lenroot, Congress passed legislation creating and funding the Emergency Maternal and Infant Care (EMIC) program in 1943. The program provided free prenatal, hospital delivery, postnatal, pediatric, and other related services to wives and infants of noncommissioned servicemen, who made up three-fourths of the armed services. Social work services were mandated as an integral part of the program. By the time the program was discontinued in 1945, EMIC had served 1.25 million mothers and 230,000 infants.

In addition to interest in provision of services through EMIC, social work interest in infant mortality extended to concern about the effect of the war on infant mortality worldwide. The American Association of Medical Social Workers (AAMSW) reported in 1943 that infant mortality in the occupied countries of Europe had increased between 20 and 60 percent of prewar levels, that prematurity and miscarriages had doubled, and that starvation was among the leading causes of death. Across the Atlantic, British social workers concerned themselves with rising wartime rates of illegitimate births and elevated mortality rates among these illegitimate babies. Health visitors and the maternity allowance, a subsidy which allowed mothers to remain at home with their newborns rather than seek employment, were prescribed for this problem. In fact, the English infant and maternal mortality rates improved substantially during the war; infant mortality rates in the United States also dropped from 45.3 per thousand in 1941 to 31.3 per thousand in 1949.

Social Work Disinterest in the 1950s

Figure 1 demonstrates the almost total lack of interest in infant mortality during the 1950s, as evidenced by the dearth of presentations at the national conference. Volumes of the Social Work Yearbook during the decade also document the lack of interest at the time. The 1951 and 1954 volumes contain topical articles on maternal and child health
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(MCH), which were authored by a physician. Both note contributions to the improving health of mothers and children by a long list of contributing professions but do not include social work among them. The 1957 volume omitted the MCH article altogether, substituting brief references to the Children’s Bureau in other sections, and in none of these volumes is the decisive leadership of social work in the creation of the Children’s Bureau or in other areas emphasized.

The apparent lack of interest in MCH issues by the social work profession during the 1950s may be due to a number of factors. The first is an essential change in the focus of the social work profession itself, which had begun in the 1930s. Increased specialization and preoccupation with psychotherapy and individual casework by the profession reached a peak during the 1950s and probably influenced social workers to aban-
don social causes.

But in addition to professional trends, the political climate of the 1950s was not supportive of social change. Political scientist Henry Aaron notes that “if poverty was not a problem in the eyes of the public, it was equally ignored by scholars.” Social workers and social work scholars are, after all, a part of and influenced by the larger society. Apparently the mood of plenty and optimism during this period of economic growth did not predispose the social work profession to abandon its interest in direct casework to fight a cause that did not appear to be acute, despite the fact that infant mortality remained a problem during the 1950s.

In fact, after many years of steady decline, infant mortality leveled off during the 1950s, and both the gap between rich and poor and the variation in infant mortality rates among states actually increased. White infant mortality rates in 1950, 1955, and 1960 stood at 26.8, 23.6, and 22.9 per thousand, respectively, while the nonwhite rates for the same years were 44.5, 42.8, and 43.2 per thousand. Thus, rates of decrease during the decade were 14.6 percent for white infants and only 2.9 percent for nonwhite infants, and in 1960 black infants remained nearly twice as likely to die before reaching 1 year of age.

Amendments to Title V of the Social Security Act in the 1960s created Children and Youth (C & Y) programs, which provided health care and auxiliary services to low-income children, and Maternity and Infancy Care (MIC) programs, which established comprehensive maternity and pediatric clinics in areas with large numbers of low-income families. Funding was also allocated for intensive newborn care, especially for low-income families. In 1969, the responsibility for administration of Title V was moved from the Children’s Bureau to a special office in the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

A slight increase in interest in infant mortality appeared in the 1960s (see fig. 1), but social work interest apparently did not rise as substantially as one might expect given involvement in the War on Poverty. The
small number of presentations at the national conference concerned health-related legislation, poverty and its relationship to the nation's unfavorable world standing in infant mortality, and calls for improvement in the health of mothers and infants.\textsuperscript{87}

The profession's interest in prenatal care and low birth weight in the 1960s related largely to the prevention of mental retardation, a public objective championed by President Kennedy.\textsuperscript{88} The NASW News, newsletter of the National Association of Social Workers, reported on amendments to Title V that provided funds for prenatal care and other medical services "designed to help reduce the incidence of mental retardation."\textsuperscript{89} Title V's original, more general goal of better infant health and reduced mortality was not discussed.

In 1966, Adelphi University sponsored a conference which, history notwithstanding, claimed to be "the first systematic effort by social work to examine the problem of infant mortality and morbidity from the point of view of contributing social factors, and the first of its kind to follow the forward-looking Maternal and Child Health and Mental Retardation Planning Amendments of 1963."\textsuperscript{90}

At that Adelphi conference, Virginia Insley, a prominent social worker and federal MCH official, discussed the provisions of Title V, explaining that the MIC projects included medical, public health nursing, nutrition, and social work services. She stressed direct service by social workers in recruiting mothers into prenatal care and in coordinating with other agencies to ensure that pregnant women also had adequate shelter and food in addition to medical care.\textsuperscript{91} The important role of social workers in forming national policy also was emphasized.\textsuperscript{92}

Given the history of the social work profession's advocacy for infant survival and the apparent lesser interest from other quarters in the issue of infant mortality,\textsuperscript{93} it is curious that the national conference does not reflect more social work involvement in the issue in the 1960s and 1970s. It is possible that the number of presentations related to infant mortality is not as good an indicator of social work interest in the topic as it was earlier due to the inclusion after that period of only selected presentations.\textsuperscript{94} Disinterest at the national conference also may lie in the perception of infant mortality as a medical problem, a perception that has become widespread and has been reinforced by the advent of neonatal intensive care technology, which has been associated with an impressive decline in mortality among low birth weight and premature infants in the last 2 decades.\textsuperscript{95} Thus more and more sophisticated medicine and technology may be the preferred method of reducing mortality, while social factors are given lower priority.

It cannot be determined yet whether social work interest and leadership in infant mortality will grow substantially in the 1980s, but since the 1970s there have been new roles for social workers to play in the
fight against the unnecessary deaths of infants. The 1974 and 1977 editions of the Encyclopedia of Social Work (descendant of the Social Work Yearbook) detail the role of social workers in MCH. The history of social work in MCH programs is briefly described, and social work tasks and expertise in the area are discussed.\textsuperscript{96} The 1987 Encyclopedia contains no article specifically on maternal and child health or infant mortality, but makes several references to these issues in other articles.\textsuperscript{97}

Literature from various sources during the 1980s documents growing social work involvement in the fight against infant mortality,\textsuperscript{98} perhaps in part due to the increasing sophistication of medical technology. One indicator of greater interest is the creation of the National Association of Perinatal Social Workers in 1974 and the group's growth in membership and influence since that time.\textsuperscript{99} The future should see greater social work involvement in MCH, for technology seems to have reached the limits of its ability to save the smallest infants. It has become clear that the most efficient and humane goal is not simply to attempt to save extremely premature infants, many of whom survive with severe handicaps, but rather the reduction of high rates of low birth weight and prematurity, which are correlated with poverty and its many effects.\textsuperscript{100} Clearly such factors as inadequate income, lack of access to needed medical care and other services, teen-aged and unwed pregnancy, and other social factors closely related to infant mortality are within the domain of the social work profession.

In addition, three serious social problems that have developed only recently are of concern to social workers and are seriously affecting infant health and may dictate greater leadership by social work in the infant mortality fight. They are the acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS) epidemic, which is growing among infants who contract the disease in utero;\textsuperscript{101} fetal alcohol syndrome, which is associated with maternal alcohol consumption during pregnancy;\textsuperscript{102} and the growing number of infants born addicted to drugs.\textsuperscript{103} There is no reason at the current time to believe that these social problems will abate in the next few years or that their deleterious effects on infant health will be reduced.

Discussion

Social work's early contribution to the reduction in infant mortality certainly came about largely through the profession's leadership in the U.S. Children's Bureau. Over the years the Children's Bureau has contributed many important research studies, over 100 during Grace Abbott's tenure as director alone.\textsuperscript{104} Studies were done on maternal mortality, neonatal mortality, and civic efforts to improve infant and maternal health.\textsuperscript{105} Beginning in 1960 the Children's Bureau was authorized to fund outside agencies to conduct research in the areas
of child welfare, maternal and child health, and crippled children's services.\textsuperscript{106}

Likewise, the great programs that have been influential in improving the health and survival of infants have come about in part due to the leadership of social workers. The Sheppard-Towner Act set a precedent of federal services to mothers and children that continues in the form of valuable Title V programs that provide medical care and auxiliary services to millions of poor mothers and children today. While the Aid to Families with Dependent Children program remains an expensive and unpopular program, it has provided subsistence to millions of mothers and children who might have faced total destitution, more serious health problems, and increased risk of mortality.

While the tremendous drop in infant mortality during this century certainly cannot be attributed solely to the work of the Children's Bureau or to social work, the research findings and public attention to the issue due to the bureau and the dedication of social workers undoubtedly played a major part in the successful commitment of this nation to the reduction of infant mortality. Grace Abbott noted great progress in 1931 and modestly declared: "The Children's Bureau does not claim credit for these changes. It can, however, be said that its investigations furnished the facts on which action was frequently based, and through the cooperation of experts in child welfare, public and private child-caring agencies, and women's organizations, the bureau has been able to focus national attention on some of the most important aspects of child care."\textsuperscript{107}

The great success of the social work profession in the endeavors described here emerged from high-quality research that established the boundaries of the problem, its causes, and possible solutions; public information that took the case to the public and to those with power and authority; and integration of service with these functions. Chambers described Grace Abbott as "empirical of mind, compassionate of spirit, candid in manner, direct in action,"\textsuperscript{108} and these characteristics certainly served her and her colleagues well in their pursuit of better health for American mothers and babies.

Now, despite meaningful and effective action by some groups, such as the Children's Defense Fund, it appears that the social work profession might be content to leave the question of infant mortality to public health and medicine, two professions that have made major contributions in the past. There is evidence, however, that these two professions may have reached the zenith of their contributions. Until the tragic spread of AIDS, the great epidemics had all but disappeared in this country, and public health measures have cleaned up the water and milk so that infant deaths due to infectious disease in this country are now quite rare. Neonatal medicine has accomplished a great deal, especially in the last 20 years, to save smaller and smaller infants. It
is not uncommon now for sophisticated NICU centers to save infants born after as little as 26 weeks of gestation and weighing as little as 1 pound. Most experts agree, however, that technology probably can do little more to save smaller and less developed infants, and that future efforts should go toward preventing premature birth in the first place.109

Social work leadership in such efforts would be entirely appropriate, as the causes of infant death in the 1980s are directly in the domain of the profession. Black infants are twice as likely to die as whites;110 racism, unequal opportunity, and the suffering of disadvantaged children have always been of concern to the social work profession. Poverty is a major professional arena, and poverty plays a significant role in the deaths of infants.111 Recent reductions in health services and social programs, followed by evidence that infant mortality may be beginning to creep back up instead of down in some areas,112 cannot be ignored by the profession that has done so much in this area before. All this occurs when child welfare has moved down in the list of priorities for funding in the federal budget.113

Effective action by social workers will demand that social workers learn from Julia Lathrop and her distinguished colleagues. The weapons in the fight must be theirs: high-quality research to demonstrate the extent and correlates of the problem, social reform to see that policies and programs are in place, and competent direct practice that is based on scientific data. As Chambers stated, "tested pragmatically, social-welfare-as-social-reform worked."114 Some social work scholars would contend that with the end of the Progressive Era came the end of social work leadership in social reform,115 but with the time-tested strategies of these great leaders, social work once again can achieve greater health for mothers and children.
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